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US Futures-World Markets: U.S. futures continue their recovery this morning. The Reddit-driven short
squeeze rally is fizzling out. GameStop is -30% pre-market and silver is well off its recent highs. Corporate
earnings are back in the limelight. Investors don’t expect volatility to subside, though. VIX futures foresee
higher volatility through March and don’t see the VIX returning to ‘normal’ (19-VIX) for many months. Exxon
and UPS are higher after earning’s beats. We’ve mentioned before that analysts had the bar very low on their
earnings estimates for Q4 (amazing how that works when the company doesn’t give them explicit
guidance). S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +28.20, 10-Yr Yield: 1.108%.
CORE Headlines:
 Republican Senators will continue working with the Biden administration on their stimulus offer, but
no deal was reached at last night’s meeting. Democrats will take more steps toward
budget reconciliation, but passing President Biden's bill as it stands may be challenging.-WaPo (Let’s
see what unity looks like if leftist Democrats don’t get their entire wish list.)
 Robinhood CEO Vlad Tenev to testify before House Financial Services Committee on February 18.Politico
 CME Group increased margins on silver futures by 18%.-Bberg (Logical move to curb excess
speculation.)
 The $618B GOP coronavirus-relief proposal calls for the same amount of aid to fight Covid-19 as
President Biden’s plan, but sets aside less for stimulus checks and schools and none for state and
local governments.-WSJ
 The Biden administration reversed Trump’s last-minute decision to lift aluminum tariffs on the United
Arab Emirates, over concerns that imports from the country may still displace domestic production
and impair national security.-WSJ
 CVS, WMT, WBA, KR: The job of vaccinating much of the American public is about to fall largely on
retail pharmacies, with chains saying they are ready to give tens of millions of shots a month.-WSJ
(It’s about time!!)
 While residents of nursing homes and their caregivers have been considered a top priority for Covid19 vaccination, only 38 percent of nursing home staff accepted shots when they were offered,
according to the CDC.-USA (Important part of the story.)
 New York governor Andrew Cuomo refused to expand the eligibility list for coronavirus vaccines to
include restaurant workers, saying it was a “cheap, insincere” suggestion when state reserves are
stretched thin.-NYP (How about all the public health officials that have quit in NY state because
Cuomo won’t listen to the “experts”)
 CRM: Chief financial officer Mark Hawkins is stepping down “after helping lead the technology
company through a period of relentless growth while displaying a combination of methodical focus
and people skills,” just as it seeks approval to acquire WORK.-WSJ
 Bypassing insurers to pursue full charges from accident victims’ settlements has become routine in
major US health systems, and is most lucrative when used against low-income patients with Medicaid,
which pays lower reimbursement rates than private health plans.-NYT
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Executives in the shale industry say it is more resilient now that only 10 dominant producers remain,
and that production increases will be modest and financed from cash flow, with a focus on fewer
fields.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 A16Z: Central banks and eliminating the middle-man http://bit.ly/3aozo5T
 CNBC: Goldman says this is the biggest short squeeze in 25 years http://cnb.cx/3oFVcPJ
 Eat This: 5 ugly side effects of eating Taco Bell http://bit.ly/2NUxQcl (Has anyone EVER been happy
they ate Taco Bell 45 minutes after finishing?)
All Charts from The Daily Shot:
Here is the January equity performance globally.

Source: Hugo Ste-Marie, Portfolio & Quantitative Strategy Global Equity Research, Scotia Capital
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Most S&P 500 companies have been beating Q4 earnings forecasts.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Tech stocks are outperforming again.
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Foreign retail investors have been buying up US shares.

Source: @markets Read full article

Here is an estimate of how much money short sellers lost this year.

Source: @LizAnnSonders, @OrtexEquity

Carson Block suggested that hedge funds have been involved in short squeezes (against other
funds). (This is a fact.)
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Source: @markets Read
full article

While there is no “coordination,” he is not wrong about funds buying up stocks touted on Reddit. Our
sources tell us that funds have been using algos to scrape data (posts) on these discussion boards,
which has been going on for months. By the time retail investors locate the ticker symbol (assuming
they get the correct one), algos are already searching for the next target. When there are no new
buyers, somebody will be “holding the bag,” and it won’t be the fast-moving hedge funds.
Active mutual funds continue to see outflows. (Scary chart)

Source: Nancy Moran, @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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consumer prices on certain “strong-demand” goods have been climbing.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

The spending gap between residential and nonresidential construction continues to widen.
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Pandemic-driven housing appraisal waivers keep climbing.
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Source: AEI Housing Center

updates on the labor market.

• Online job search activity deteriorated again last month, with the US lagging other countries. Some
have suggested that the extra $400/week in unemployment benefits (COVID bill) has contributed to
this trend.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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• Online job postings for lower-wage openings have been outpacing higher-wage jobs.

Source: Thomas Michel, Robins School of Business, University of Richmond

The largest silver ETF (SLV) saw massive inflows.

Source: @SarahPonczek Read full article
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Prices spiked but held resistance.
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Brent crude is trading near $57/bbl.

High-rated muni yields hit a new low relative to Treasuries.
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Seasonal flu cases:

Source: @chartrdaily
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